Hearing aid users are challenged in listening situations with noise and especially speech-on-speech situations with two or more competing voices. Specifically, the task of attending to and segregating two competing voices is particularly hard, unlike for normal-hearing listeners, as shown in a small sub-experiment. In the main experiment, the competing voices benefit of a deep neural network (DNN) based stream segregation enhancement algorithm was tested on hearing-impaired listeners. A mixture of two voices was separated using a DNN and presented to the two ears as individual streams and tested for word score. Compared to the unseparated mixture, there was a 13%-point benefit from the separation, while attending to both voices. If only one output was selected as in a traditional target-masker scenario, a larger benefit of 37%-points was found. The results agreed well with objective metrics and show that for hearing-impaired listeners, DNNs have a large potential for improving stream segregation and speech intelligibility in difficult scenarios with two equally important targets without any prior selection of a primary target stream. An even higher benefit can be obtained if the user can select the preferred target via remote control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Competing voices is a commonly encountered listening challenge for a hearing aid user, e.g., during family dinners, while watching TV, social events, etc. It is well known that hearing-impaired individuals struggle when being in noisy situations, and the well-known "cocktail party problem" (Cherry, 1953 ) is a major challenge for them. In fact, with hearing loss, a situation as simple as two competing voices next to each other across a table causes much informational masking (Ezzatian et al., 2015; Ihlefeld and ShinnCunningham, 2008) , causing both voices to mask and disturb one another (Brungart, 2001) . A hearing-impaired person may benefit from moderate spatial separation between the two talkers, but will still be affected by the informational masking (Neher et al., 2007) . In many cases, the two mutually interfering talkers are too close for the hearing-impaired person to segregate them sufficiently. The challenge for a hearing aid algorithm is then effectively reduced to a single channel problem.
Single channel two-talker speech separation has been an active research area for several decades and various types of methods have been employed to address it. It can broadly be divided into three approaches: signal processing-based methods, model-based methods, and supervised learning-based methods. An early example of signal processing-based method is the harmonic selection principle described by Parsons (1976) , by which two talkers are separated using their different fundamental frequency (pitch) to separate out the two harmonic structures. No formal listening test was conducted. The algorithm was later enhanced and evaluated by Stubbs and Summerfield (1990) using also a cepstral technique to do a pitch-based separation. In a listening test with natural spoken sentences and normal pitch variation ("intoned sentences"), they found approximately a 30%-point benefit for the target sentences in normal-hearing listeners and no benefit for hearing-impaired listeners. Spectral subtraction (Boll, 1979) based techniques for two-talker separation have been employed by Hanson and Wong (1984) and Naylor and Boll (1987) . A method based on sinusoidal modeling of speech was utilized by Quatieri and Danisewicz (1990) .
Other approaches include model-based approaches, e.g., Roweis (2001) , who demonstrated separation of male and female voices based on prior learning of the clean voices using hidden Markov models. Pontoppidan and Dyrholm (2003) investigated the computational complexity, Bach and Jordan (2005) investigated the requirements of knowing the voices beforehand, and in a series of studies Wang investigated segregation of voiced and unvoiced speech parts based on pitch Wang and Hu, 2006 decomposition methods, e.g., application of independent component analysis (ICA) to monaural separation (e.g., Jang and Lee, 2004) , non-negative matrix factorization-based methods (e.g., Virtanen, 2007) , and latent variable decomposition methods (e.g., Raj and Smaragdis, 2005) .
Supervised learning-based methods in the context of speech denoising have been around for decades, framed as a regression problem utilizing shallow neural networks to predict clean speech spectrum from mixture spectrum (Tamura and Waibel, 1988; Xie and Van Compernolle, 1994) . More recently, drawing inspiration from computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) (Wang and Brown, 2006) , supervised speech separation was framed as having the goal of estimating a time-frequency mask (binary or soft) (e.g., Han and Wang, 2012; Seltzer et al., 2000) . It has been reported that significant improvement in speech intelligibility can be achieved both for normal hearing and hearing-impaired listeners with ideal binary masking (Wang, 2008; Wang et al., 2009) . With the advent of deep neural networks (DNNs), a large improvement in the performance of supervised speech separation has been reported starting with Wang and Wang (2013) . Various network architectures have been employed, e.g., feedforward DNNs (Grais et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015) , recurrent neural networks (Erdogan et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2015; Weninger et al., 2014) , deep autoencoders (Lu et al., 2013) , convolutional neural networks (Chandna et al., 2017; Park and Lee, 2016) , convolutional recurrent neural networks (Naithani et al., 2017) , etc. These DNN-based approaches have employed either time-frequency masking (Huang et al., 2015; Weninger et al., 2014; Williamson and Wang, 2017) or spectral mapping (Grais et al., 2014; Park and Lee, 2016; Xu et al., 2014 Xu et al., , 2015 approaches. A more comprehensive discussion of DNN based supervised speech separation can be found from Wang and Chen (2017) . In low latency scenarios, DNN based speech separation has been reported by Naithani et al. (2016) and Naithani et al. (2017) for algorithmic delay <10 ms. Recently, a time domain DNN approach has been proposed by Luo and Mesgarani (2017) , where an algorithmic latency of approximately 5 ms was reported.
In recent years, advanced source separation algorithms using deep neural networks have been successfully applied to separation of competing voices and to the speech in noise problem as a noise reduction algorithm. The first benefits for people with hearing impairment came in 2013, where Healy et al. (2013) investigated the benefit in speech-shaped noise and with babble at various signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Testing both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners indicated that processing by the algorithm increased the intelligibility in all conditions. These improvements were larger for hearing-impaired (HI) listeners, given their poorer baseline performance, and especially for the modulated background, and for the lowest SNRs. Substantial benefits were reported, allowing several HI listeners to improve word recognition scores from near zero to values above 70%. Note that most of the separation algorithms published so far have processing delays that would be above the typical delays in hearing aids of 5-10 ms, as found to be preferred by hearing impaired listeners (Bramsløw, 2010) .
The benefits of single-talker separation from babble and stationary noise using DNN and different types of timefrequency masks were explored by Wang (2015) , who found DNNs to outperform classical source separation techniques and to provide benefits of 50%-points word score improvement for hearing-impaired (HI) listeners, the same results were published earlier by Healy et al. (2013) . The problem of a single competing talker was investigated by Healy et al. (2017) , who found an average benefit of 59%-points for HI listeners at the least favorable SNR of À9 dB. The mean intelligibility achieved by the HI listeners using the algorithm was equivalent to that of young NH listeners without processing, under conditions of identical interference.
An important feature of a separation algorithm is what degree of generalization it possesses: achieving high scores on known speech and noise material is only interesting if this generalizes to, e.g., new noise segments, new speech from the same talker and possibly new talkers, e.g., Kolbaek et al. (2017) . This is not a concern in the present study: here it is assumed that the two voices to be separated are known by the algorithm, so the deep neural network must have access to isolated segments of speech from both voices, which in real life can be obtained by recording and storing segments with each voice in isolation.
It is important to find the most relevant way of assessing the benefit from such separation algorithms, and even though many studies use objective metrics, such as the STOI and ESTOI (Jensen and Taal, 2016; Taal et al., 2011) , the final assessment should be a speech recognition test on the target group of listeners. Earlier work on separation has used consonant recognition in hearing-impaired listeners as an outcome measure and found a benefit in both speech shaped and babble noises (Healy et al., 2014) . This type of benefit was also confirmed in novel noise types, which is a basic requirement for successful application of such an algorithm (Healy et al., 2015) .
When assessing the benefit of noise reduction and other signal enhancement algorithms, the traditional choice for hearing-impaired listeners would be sentence tests with natural sentences, such as the Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) (Nilsson et al., 1994) or matrix-type structure sentences such as the German OLSA (Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1997) and the Danish Dantale2 (Wagener et al., 2003) . In these tests, there is a designated target sentence and a designated noise type, typically playing continuously in the background. The masker can be stationary noise, babble or even a single talker.
Concurrent talkers/voice-on-voice/competing voices scenarios have also been reported in the literature. One such example is the CRM test in English using simultaneous talkers with the same sentence structure: names for cueing and colors plus numbers for response options (Bolia et al., 2000) . The fixed and time-aligned sentence structure of the test is suited for exploring low-level spatial and phonemic cues, but the sentences do not represent ordinary conversations. Helfer et al. (2010) also investigated competing voice disturbances, but with a designated target and in a dual-task paradigm using time-reversed maskers. Thus, the competing voices were not equally important. Mackersie et al. (2001) used pairs of natural sentences and had the listener repeat as much as possible from both sentences, so this was a dualtarget, dual-attention task. The segregation skills were then correlated to a simpler psychoacoustic measure of tone fusion in the same hearing-impaired listeners.
A speech segregation test must be designed such that there is no doubt about which signal is the target and which signal is the masker, which will be difficult in the presence of a single competing talker. Furthermore, the ambiguity and equal importance of the two targets should be reflected in the test.
It is also important to consider the use case for a separation algorithm when applied in hearing aids: Ideally, the hearing aids should assist the user in segregating competing voices without any deliberate or very conscious choice made. He or she should simply be able to focus attention on one or few selected targets without instructing or directing the hearing aid. So, a separation algorithm should be designed to accommodate this and be tested in a relevant scenario to evaluate the segregation benefit. If the listening conditions become too difficult, the user may be forced to make a choice that guides the algorithm towards a single target, while suppressing the remaining voices. This will be at the cost of general awareness in the given conversation. Such choice of target could be signaled to the hearing aid from, e.g., a smartphone used as remote control or in the future via EEG or other means of decoding the intention of the listener (O'Sullivan et al., 2017; Perron, 2017) .
Similar to Mackersie et al. (2001) , the competing voices test proposed in this study has two targets that are all equally important to follow, and in the simplified case no masker.
Given the previous work, the present paper has several novel contributions.
• A low-latency (8 ms) deep neural network is used for the separation, as would be needed for a real-time implementation in a hearing aid with an acceptable delay.
• Little training data are used ($3 min recording per speaker), making it realistic for fast training in everyday use.
• Each network instance is trained on two particular voices to optimize subsequent separation of those two voices.
• The aim of the separation is to present the two separated outputs to the two ears to help the hearing-impaired listener focus on one at a time simply by shifting attention.
• The evaluation of the benefit is done using typical, clinically applied speech tests on the target group, the hearingimpaired listeners.
Considering the previous, the main research questions for this study were as follows:
(1) Do hearing-impaired listeners benefit from two signals separated from one mixture and then presented one per ear (dichotic, dual targets)? (2) Do hearing-impaired listeners benefit from one signal separated from a mixture and presented to both ears (diotic, single target)? (3) Does the separation benefit depend on the gender mix, e.g., same vs different gender?
II. METHODS
This paper is based on three sub-projects, which will be described in the following.
• The low-latency speech separation algorithm using deep neural networks.
• The speech test method using competing voices in the form of pairs of Danish HINT sentences.
• The evaluation of the proposed speech separation algorithm using the new competing voices test.
A. Low-latency speech separation algorithm using deep neural networks
The speech separation approach used in this study utilizes a deep neural network, which maps spectral features derived from the mixture signal consisting of both talkers to time-frequency masks corresponding to a target talker. Short term Fourier coefficients (STFT) are used as spectral input features and a binary mask/soft ratio mask is used as DNN target output. The present implementation is documented in detail in Naithani et al. (2017) .
For an acoustic mixture yðtÞ consisting of sources s 1 ðtÞ and s 2 ðtÞ, the ideal binary mask (Wang and Brown, 2006) corresponding to source s 1 ðtÞ can be defined as
Similarly, the soft ratio mask (Huang et al., 2015) corresponding to source s 1 ðtÞ is
where S 1 ðt; f Þ and S 1 ðt; f Þ are STFT spectra corresponding to sources s 1 ðtÞ and s 2 ðtÞ, respectively; time and frequency indices are denoted by, respectively, t and f. Please note that this definition of ratio mask is different from what is referred to as the ideal ratio mask (IRM) (Srinivasan et al., 2006) in literature as it utilizes STFT magnitudes rather than squared STFT magnitudes used in IRM. The DNN is trained in a supervised manner to yield output, M est 1 ðt; f Þ, the estimated mask corresponding to source s 1 ðtÞ. The mask corresponding to source s 2 ðtÞ is
These estimated masks when multiplied with the complex spectra of the mixture signal, Yðt; f Þ, yield the complex STFT spectra of the estimated sources. For first source, it can be expressed as
where denotes elementwise multiplication. The other source is extracted similarly. The time domain signals are then recovered via inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and overlap-add processing. Figure 1 depicts the whole framework for estimation of separated target signal s est 1 ðtÞ.
Three types of DNN topologies were utilized in this study: (a) feedforward deep neural network (FDNN), (b) recurrent neural network with long short-term memory units (LSTM), and (c) convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN). Note that all these topologies were tailored for low algorithmic latency operation, by predicting the mask for only a very short frame at a time, using information from greater previous context. For FDNN, a context of N previous frames were stacked as input when predicting the mask for the current frame in order to provide the past temporal context to the network. In the present study, N ¼ 4. No such frame stacking was used for CRNN/LSTM, which unlike FDNN have the inherent capability of modeling the previous temporal context due to the presence of recurrent layers by using the internal state of the network at time t-1 as its input at time t. A detailed description of FDNN and CRNN topologies used in this work can be found from Naithani et al. (2016) and Naithani et al. (2017) , respectively.
Training a DNN implies minimizing an objective function for which the mean square error between the target and estimated masks, i.e., P t;f ðM 1 ðt; f ÞÞ À M est 1 ðt; f ÞÞ 2 , was used. The hyperparameters for the three DNN variants used in Naithani et al. (2017) were also used here and are listed in Tables I and II . This parameter selection was carried out using a grid search in order to select the best performing version of each DNN variant. The metric of selection was performance on a validation set in terms of objective metrics of separation, e.g., source-to-distortion ratios (SDR) (Vincent et al., 2006) . For the CRNN architecture, a max-pooling operation (Boureau et al., 2010) was performed after each convolutional layer only along the frequency axis in order to preserve the temporal information for the recurrent layers. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation (Goodfellow et al., 2016) was used for convolutional layers in CRNN and sigmoid activation (Goodfellow et al., 2016) was used for hidden layers in FDNN. The former choice is conventionally used in convolutional layers (e.g., in Pertil€ a and Cakir, 2017), the latter choice was directed by experiments on validation data. Similarly, for LSTM units, the conventional activations [hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation and sigmoid], as in Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) , were used. The output activation for all topologies was sigmoid.
In order to prevent overfitting during DNN training, dropout regularization (Srivastava et al., 2014) and early stopping method were used. A dropout value of 0.4 was used and the training was stopped when no improvement in validation loss was observed for 25 epochs. In order to speed up the training, batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) was used after each hidden/convolutional layer in FDNN/ CRNN networks. For gradient optimization, the Adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2015) was used. Librosa (McFee et al., 2017) and Keras (Chollet, 2016) libraries were used for feature extraction and DNN training, respectively.
The HINT speech material used to train the DNNs is described in Sec. II C below. The audio samples were first downsampled to 16 kHz and STFT features were computed using a window length of 8 ms with 50% overlap. This leads to the low algorithmic latency of 8 ms. Four lists, L10, L11, L12, and L13 (see Sec. II C below for the data description), were used as training set and one list, L9, was used as validation set. This amounts to 80 sentences for training and 20 sentences for validation. The training data was generated by first concatenating in time domain all available training lists corresponding to each talker. STFT features were then computed. To increase the amount of training data, multiple training examples were generated by shifting the complex spectrogram of one of the talker relative to the other and summing them to create a mixture. 50 such offsets were used, each resulting in new set of training data. A detailed description of this augmentation procedure can be found in Naithani et al. (2017) .
B. Objective performance metrics
The performance of the proposed methods was evaluated using objective metrics of separation and intelligibility. For the former, BSS-EVAL toolbox (Vincent et al., 2006) was used for calculating source to distortion ratio (SDR). SDR is used as the measure of overall separation.
For the objective evaluation of intelligibility, extended short-time objective intelligibility (ESTOI) (Jensen and Taal, 2016) was used: The authors postulated that the more widely reported, short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) measure (Taal et al., 2011) , does not perform very well in situations where highly modulated interferers, e.g., competing speech signal as in our case, are present. ESTOI has been found to work well in these situations as well as where STOI measure works well according to the authors. Hence, we focus the analysis of objective intelligibility metrics on ESTOI, but also report STOI for completeness.
C. The competing voices test with dual targets and single target
The speech test used in this study-the Competing Voices Test (CVT)-has been developed through a series of experiments to arrive at the present version: Pairs of HINT sentences (Nielsen and Dau, 2011) are presented to the listener who is then required to repeat one of them. A visual text cue presented on a second PC monitor indicates to the listener which one of the two sentences to repeat; the cue is either the first or the last word in the target sentence.
We chose to base the new test on existing and proven available Danish speech material, e.g., the Danish HINT, see Nielsen and Dau (2011) and Nilsson et al. (1994) . The Danish HINT uses natural everyday sentences each containing five words, spoken by one male talker. The entire corpus consists of 13 lists with 20 sentences each: Lists 1-10 are suitable for test, while lists 11-13 have higher spread due to sentence complexity, special words or other reasons (Nielsen and Dau, 2011 ) and these three lists are then used for training the listener before the actual test starts. Because the training and validation of the speech separation algorithm uses five lists (Sec. II A), only lists 1-8 are available for the listening test.
In order to have multiple talkers to choose from, the HINT sentences with the existing male talker (M1) were rerecorded using two new male talkers (M2, M3) and three new female talkers (F1, F2, F3), hence six talkers in total. The three male talkers spoke with average fundamental frequency (F0) of 100, 130, and 155 Hz and the three females spoke with 200, 172, and 217 Hz. All talkers have the same RMS levels across all sentences, thus the signal-to-signal ratio for two equally important targets is always 0 dB. D. Experiment I: Evaluation of the source separation algorithm on hearing impaired listeners
Test setup
The test was conducted in a soundproof listening booth with headphone presentation via Sennheiser HDA200 audiometry headphones. The test software was a MATLAB application written for the purpose: It handled the experimental protocol, played back the stimuli, and stored the listener responses as entered by the test administrator. All sound files for the experiment were created before the test and stored on the hard disk, and the software would then choose the appropriate sound files, and before playback add hearing loss compensation: Linear gain was prescribed from the individual audiogram according to the NAL-RP gain rationale (Dillon, 2012) and applied via a 256-tap finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
Listeners
Fifteen HI listeners were recruited from the Eriksholm test person pool to have moderate-to-severe sloping sensorineural hearing losses, e.g., somewhat flatter than the typical age-induced loss with more low-frequency loss. It was hypothesized that this group would have the largest benefit from the separation algorithm due to a more than mild hearing loss in the low frequencies. Ages were from 47 to 83 years with an average of 73 years. Eight women and seven men participated. The average and range of the hearing losses across both ears on the 15 listeners is shown in Fig. 2 .
Apart from the prescribed gain, the overall sound level could be adjusted by the test administrator in dialog with the listener during the training phase to have a comfortable level.
All listeners spoke Danish as their first language. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committees of the Capital Region of Denmark, and the subjects had signed an informed consent form and were free to withdraw from the experiment at any time. The subjects were not paid for their TABLE II. Hyperparameters used for CRNN. Note that pooling scheme 1 by 2 refers to max pooling operation only along the frequency axis. Convolutional kernel size of 3 by 3 refers to the size of convolutional kernel along time and frequency axes. participation, but they were reimbursed for their travel expenses.
Processing modes
With respect to the processing of the stimuli, the following modes were used.
• SUM: The unprocessed sentence mixture.
• SEPARATE: Each unprocessed talker was presented separately. This was the ideal condition corresponding to perfect separation.
• FDNN/LSTN/CRNN: Each DNN separated output was presented separately. It was labeled according to the corresponding DNN used for separation (see Sec. II A for details): Feedforward neural network (FDNN), long-termshort-term neural network (LSTM), and convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN).
Mask mode
The separation mask applied for DNN separation was either binary mask (BM) or ratio mask (RM). For binary mask, the gain applied to each time-frequency cell in the mixture is either zero or 1 to one output and the inverse to the other output. For ratio mask, the gain is a continuous value between 0 and 1 for one output and 1 minus gain for the other output. See Sec. II A for further details. In either case the sum of the two masks is unity at every point, so overall energy of the mixture is preserved. In the case of SEPARATE outputs, the mask was labeled no mask (NM) in the experimental design.
Test modes
The listening test presented two sentences from two different HINT lists using two different talkers from the total six talkers. The listener was required to repeat one of the sentences based on a visual cue. The cue was the first or the last word of the target sentence, presented on a screen before or after the sentence pair playback, respectively. In the present study, these two distinct test modes were used:
(1) The CVT test used both sentences as potential targets, thus using both outputs from the DNN or ideal separation. The target word was presented after the playback, requiring equal attention to the two sentences, i.e., a "dual attention" task. (2) The Target-Masker test (TM) used only the target sentence from the DNN separated (including artefacts) and the SEPARATE conditions and target plus masker (both sentences) in the SUM presentation. The target was indicated to the listener before playback, and the attention was on that target-so this was a "single attention" task. This test mode was similar to existing publications on DNN separation, e.g., Healy et al. (2017) .
Talker pairs and gender mix
The following six talker pairs were used in the test: "M1F1," "M2F3," "M1M2," "M2M3," "F1F2," and "F2F3." This corresponds to two pairs for each of the three gender combination, male-female (MF), male-male (MM), and female-female (FF). Each sentence pair in the listening test was picked from a randomly permutated list of the six talker pairs. Subsequently, the two different talkers were randomly assigned to the left and right sides. During run-time of the listening test, the right or left sentence was randomly chosen as target. The shifting of talkers and positions is more challenging than real-life communication, but was nevertheless chosen here to keep the predictability as low as possible.
Experimental design
The experiment thus used the following experimental factors.
• Test mode: CVT, TM (two levels).
• Processing mode: SUM, FDNN, LSTM, CRNN, SEPARATE (five levels).
• Mask mode: BM, RM (two levels). This is nested under processing mode, as the masks are applied for the three DNN processing modes.
• Gender mix: MF, MM, FF (three levels). This was mixed within trials as described above and thus neither generating more trials, nor part of the balancing scheme described below.
Thus, all combinations of Test mode, Processing mode, and Mask mode were covered in the fully factorial design of 2 Â 5 Â 2 ¼ 20 conditions/trials, and each listener thus heard 20 trials, each containing 20 sentence pairs. The order of conditions was as follows: The two test modes were deliberately ordered, so that all Target-Masker trials always preceded the Competing Voices trials, because they were considered easier and thus good preparation for the harder CVT task. Within each of those two test modes, the remaining 10 conditions were balanced across listeners in a Latinsquare fashion to counterbalance any order effects.
Procedure
Each trial used the following steps per sentence pair:
• For Target-Masker test mode: A pre-cue (first word of target sentence) is shown on a monitor.
• One or two sentences are played simultaneously depending on test and processing modes. All responses were scored per word, i.e., the test administrator marked each of the five words as correct or incorrect according to the rules given by Nielsen and Dau (2011) . The word score was then calculated as the sum of the correct words in the last four words in the case of a pre-cue and the correct words in the first four words in the case of a post-cue.
E. Experiment II: Normal-hearing reference data based on ideal separation
Even though the DNN separation algorithm is designed for use with hearing-impaired listeners, it is relevant to know the expected performance for normal-hearing listeners for two reasons: It can serve as normative data for comparing hearing-impaired results against and for comparing to published normal-hearing results.
For comparing the present results to normal hearing results, an earlier experiment on the competing voices test itself using similar spatial contrasts has been included here (Bramsløw et al., 2015) . Due to its explorative nature, only four normal hearing listeners were included, but this was nevertheless enough to obtain statistically valid results. Since it is additional material to the main experiment I, it is here labeled experiment II.
Test setup and listeners
The test setup was completely identical to experiment I, however here was no hearing loss compensation applied because of the normal-hearing group. Four normal-hearing listeners from internal staff were included, all with audiometric thresholds <20 dB hearing level. The age span was 28-50 years.
Test conditions and procedure
In this experiment, there was no separation algorithm included, but the two reference (spatial) conditions from experiment I were included: SUM (diotic presentation of the two-talker mixture) and SEPARATE (dichotic presentation, one talker per ear). These are the extremes and a separation algorithm should produce results within this range.
The competing voices test paradigm (with post-cue) was identical to that of experiment I, but the target-masker test (with pre-cue) was slightly different, with the masker always present in the opposite ear in the SEPARATE spatial condition.
At the time of this add-on experiment II, only two talkers had been recorded, namely, M1 and F1, so only a MaleFemale gender mix was possible. However, the target talker was included as an experimental factor: male/female. The target talker was indicated on a screen as Male or Female.
The procedure was identical to that of Experiment I, but since the target was indicated as Male/Female, all five words in the HINT sentences were available for scoring.
III. RESULTS
A. Experiment I: Hearing-impaired listeners and source separation
Analysis method and overview
Upon completion of the test session for all fifteen listeners, all data were collected and analyzed. The word scores in percent were calculated from 0 to 4 correct words, excluding the first or last cue word from the five-word HINT sentence, e.g., 100 Ã N correct /4. The 0%-100% word score was then transformed into rationalized arcsine units (rau) as proposed by Studebaker (1985) . The rau transformation bends the ends of the psychometric function approximately below 10% and above 90% to make the properties linear and thus better suited for analysis of variance (ANOVA), which assumes normally distributed data. The resulting rau scores range from À18 to 118 rather than 0 to 100. Now, the rau results were inspected for outliers by grouping either by test persons or processing mode. The motivation was to consider removal of outlying test persons. The outlier range was defined as the 25% and 75% percentiles extended by 1.5 times the 25%-75% distance to either side. Five of the total 900 rau values data points (20 conditions Ã 3 gender mix ¼ 60 per test person and 15 test persons) fell below the lower outlier limit, but since they were associated with four different test persons, no test persons and thus no data points were removed.
A mixed-model nested factorial ANOVA was run on the rau-transformed word score data with Test Person as a random factor. There were significant main effects of Test mode [F(1,14) Person effect reflects different basic speech recognition skills across listeners in a hearing-impaired group as is often the case in speech tests on such a group, due to both different supra-threshold hearing losses (e.g., Summers et al., 2013) and spread in cognitive function (Lunner, 2003) .
Apart from interactions with test person (individual differences), there was one significant interaction: Test mode Ã Processing mode (p < 0.001), meaning that the DNN effect depends on the test mode (Target-Masker vs Competing Voices). The remaining second-order interactions were not significant, neither was the third-order interaction Test mode Ã Processing mode Ã Gender mix, so the Test mode Ã Processing mode interaction did not differ across Gender mix.
The significant interactions with Test Person (TP) were TP Ã test mode and TP Ã Test mode Ã Processing mode. The former interaction indicates different basic performance when comparing the two test modes CVT and TM across listeners, reflecting that the difference in cognitive load between the two tests is more taxing for some listeners than others. The latter interaction furthermore indicates that the effect of processing provides different benefits for different listeners in the two test modes CVT and TM.
In the following, the significant main effects and interaction effects will be presented: All mean rau values from the ANOVA were inverse-transformed to present them as % word scores.
Effect of DNN separation
The average main effect of the five processing modes, including the three DNN modes is shown in Fig. 3 . Post hoc tests showed that SUM is lower than all other conditions (Tukey HSD: p < 0.001), SEPARATE is higher than all other conditions (Tukey HSD: p < 0.001), and the three DNN modes FDNN, LSTM, and CRNN are not different from one another.
On average, the scores go from 55% (SUM) to 82% (all DNN modes) to 92% (SEPARATE), showing that the DNN separation is substantially higher than SUM (p < 0.001) but also inferior to SEPARATE (p < 0.001). There is thus potential for improving the DNN separation even further.
The effect of processing mode was different in the two test modes Target-Masker and Competing Voices as seen by the significant interaction Test mode Ã Processing mode [F(4,56) ¼ 21.86, p < 0.001]. The corresponding interaction plot is shown in Fig. 4 .
The detailed post hoc analysis of processing modes within test modes shows the same pattern as the main effect of processing, but for both Test Modes: SUM < "any DNN" < Separated (Tukey HSD: p < 0.003). This confirms the observation from the main effect that DNN processing provides a significant benefit over SUM, but not quite as much as the ideal SEPARATE condition. Relative to SUM, the benefits from DNN separation are smaller for the Competing Voices Test than for the Target-Masker test. For the more difficult Competing Voices Test, the scores increase from 52% to an average 64% for the three DNN modes, which is a good benefit in this dual-target situation and 76% in the SEPARATE mode. The benefit for the best DNN is for the LSTM, scoring 65.3% compared to 51.8% for SUM, the rounded word score benefit in this DNN mode is 13%-point. For the Target-Masker test, the scores increase from 58% to approximately 95% in the three DNN modes and 100% in the SEPARATE mode. The DNN benefit is thus roughly 37%-point.
It can furthermore be seen that the SUM condition scores 52%-58% (the difference is not significant) in the two test modes: As the SUM processing is the same in both cases, this means that the pre-cue used in the Target-Masker test does not provide a benefit over the post-cue used in the Competing Voices Test.
Effect of binary mask vs ratio mask
It has been an ongoing question in speech separation research whether binary masks or ratio masks provide the higher speech intelligibility scores. It has been claimed that the binary masks provide the better speech intelligibility at the cost of lower sound quality and likewise that the ratio mask provides higher sound quality, as indicated by objective metrics .
In the present experiment, the mask was nested in the processing mode, because different masks belong to different processing modes: IBM/IRM are specific for DNN processing and "No mask" is used for SUM/SEPARATE, therefore it has been labeled NM for these two processing modes. The effect of Mask mode was significant, but post hoc analysis showed that this is driven by the two NM values that are confounded with processing modes SUM and SEPARATE. Inspection of the mask modes BM and RM used with the DNN showed a not significant post hoc test and therefore the two mask modes of interest, binary mask vs ratio mask, are not significantly different.
Thus, the choice of mask for DNN separation may be dictated by other requirements than speech intelligibility, e.g., sound quality (not tested here), implementation complexity and cost.
Effect of test mode
The test mode effect is simply the difference between the two different test modes Target-Masker with pre-cue and Competing Voices Test with post-cue, including the important difference of presenting only one processed output in the Target-Masker test mode and both processed outputs in the Competing Voices test. Only the SUM processing mode is the same in the two test modes.
The average score in the Target-Masker test is 92% and the score in the Competing Voices Test is 64%, so there is a large difference of 28%-points. This effect has three potential explanations: (1) due to the much simpler task of knowing which talker to attend to, (2) the effect of presenting only one target for the separated conditions in Target-Masker test mode, and (3) finally a designed order effect in the design, because the easier Target-Masker test always preceded the more difficult Competing Voices test. This order effect might increase the CVT scores due to learning effects, thus reducing the contrast, but likewise decrease the contrast if fatigue was an issue.
Effect of gender mix
The effect of gender mix is also relevant to study: if the DNN separation is more difficult for same-gender combinations, this is a weakness in real life applications, as previously found (Isik et al., 2016) . In a recent study by Healy et al. (2017) , only the male-female combination was investigated, and this combination is assumed to be easier for separation, because of the difference in fundamental frequency.
Regarding gender effects, the only significant effect is the main effect of gender, so there are no significant interactions with other experiment factors, specifically, there is no interaction with the processing modes SUM, SEPARATE, etc. In other words, the gender effect is independent of the applied processing. Therefore, only the main effect is shown in Fig. 5 .
The average word score is 82% for Male-Female and Male-Male, and significantly lower (p < 10
À4
) for the Female-female combination at 75%. This finding indicates that for the present speech recordings, the female-female combinations are generally slightly more difficult to segregate for the listeners than the two other gender combinations. This finding is specific for the present six talkers and it cannot be generalized to any speech material. Likewise, the unexpected similar results for male-male and male-female may be a result of the quality of the particular talkers used here.
Individual effects
As mentioned in Sec. III A 1, the general performance in word score is different across listeners: This reflects different basic speech recognition skills across listeners in a hearingimpaired group as is often the case in speech tests on such a group, due to both different supra-threshold hearing loss and spread in cognitive function (Lunner, 2003) . The interaction TP Ã Processing Mode did not meet the p < 0.05 significance criterion [F(56,44.38 
is not a different effect of processing/presentation across the different listeners. This is shown in Fig. 6 . However, the spread across listeners is larger for the SUM condition than the SEPARATE condition; this can partly be explained by the ceiling effect. The performance in the three DNN modes is generally close to the performance in the ideal SEPARATE condition. Moreover, for some of the low performers in SUM, a Tukey HSD post hoc tests show a significant benefit from DNN separation (p < 0.05). In other words, that the poorer performance a listener has in in the unprocessed SUM mode, the more benefit from the DNN separation can be expected.
Objective metrics calculation
As stated in Sec. II, the objective metrics sourcedistortion ratio (SDR), STOI, and ESTOI were calculated for the audio files presented in the listening test. They were averaged across the experimental conditions from the listening test and are reported in Table III. For the processing mode, the listening test showed a benefit from DNN separation over SUM. The LSTM score was slightly higher than the two other modes, however the differences between the three DNN modes were not statistically significant (Fig. 3) . The objective metrics show a slightly higher SDR for the LSTM than for the two other modes, whereas ESTOI and STOI are almost identical across the three modes. The theoretical metrics for SEPARATE are SDR > 20 dB and STOI/ESTOI ¼ 1.0, so the processing can still be improved based on objective scores alone. In the listening test, no effect of binary mask vs ratio mask (mask mode) was found, unlike the objective scores that are consistently higher for the ratio mask. This improvement did apparently not translate into a user benefit. For the gender mix, there was a small and statistically significant decline in the listening test for the FF pairs, and this decline can also be observed for both the SDR and the STOI/ESTOI scores. Although ESTOI was designed for fluctuating maskers, it did not show different trends than STOI with the competing voices used here, only the ESTOI scores were generally lower.
B. Experiment II: Normal-hearing listeners and ideal separation
Analysis method and overview
The data from the four normal-hearing listeners were rau-transformed (Studebaker, 1985) prior to ANOVA. A mixed-model ANOVA was performed, with TP as a random factor. The following main effects were significant: TP [F(3.6, 243 
Effect of spatial separation and test mode
The latter interaction thus summarizes all effects of Processing and Test mode and is shown in Fig. 7 .
For the target-masker test (cued before sentence pair presentation), the scores are 97% and 99% for the Sum and Separate processing modes, very close to ceiling. For the competing voices test mode (cued after sentence pair presentation), the scores are 90% and 98% for the Sum and Separate modes. The difference is significant according to a Tukey HSD post hoc test (p < 0.001).
As stated previously, experiment II preceded experiment I, and we did thus not test the DNN separation on normalhearing listeners. However, according to Fig. 7 , the outcome from testing competing voices (post cue) of applying DNN separation can be predicted to lie between 90% and 98%, very close to ceiling, and in any case a small benefit in a range where normal-hearing listeners perform quite well.
IV. DISCUSSION

A. Benefit of DNN separation
In the competing voices scenario, the user is maintaining attention on both targets, and has both available, for voluntary shift of attention. The aim of the proposed algorithm is to facilitate this type of communication scenario by presenting the two separated talkers dichotically. For the hearing-impaired listeners in experiment I, this benefit is observed in Fig. 4 (square symbols) as a statistically significant effect of approximately 13%-point, which is worthwhile for a hearing-impaired individual who needs help in these challenging competing voice scenarios. The benefit is achievable because of a rather low average base performance in the SUM condition around 55% with a large spread across listeners as shown in Fig. 6 .
When there is a designated target (Fig. 4 , circle symbols), the effect of DNN separation on word scores is very high for the hearing-impaired group. This scenario is relevant when the user has chosen what the preferred target is, by, e.g., indicating on a remote control or indicating the target indirectly by events that can be detected such as head or eye movements (Kidd et al., 2013) . In this case, the benefits from speech separation were substantial, around 37%-point improved word score. In comparison, Healy et al. (2013) reported scores going from near zero to values above 70% for speech shaped noise and babble while Healy et al. (2017) obtained an average of 42.5%-point for SNR at À3 dB and 59%-point benefit for SNR at À9 dB for a male target talker in the presence of a female competing talker. In the present study, lower scores at the average SNR of 0 dB were found, and the benefit was independent of the gender mix. The separation can thus be beneficial for continued dual target attention, or for helping in choosing a target and thus obtaining the higher single-target benefit. In a future scenario, this could be done via cognitive control of a hearing aid (Perron, 2017) .
For the fixed SNR of 0 dB as used in the present use case, a segregation benefit in normal-hearing listeners from DNN separation could also be expected, as shown by, e.g., Healy et al. (2017) at slightly more difficult SNRs: At À6 dB, they reported 6.1%-points benefit from approximately 88% to 94% in a test scenario equivalent to the Target-Masker test applied in the present study. This benefit would likely disappear at 0 dB SNR because the unprocessed sum would have scores very close to 100% ceiling. While the present study did not test the DNN algorithms on NH listeners, experiment II for SUM/SEPARATE was conducted and is summarized in Fig. 7 : For the targetmasker, a SUM score of 97% leaves little room for benefit and for competing voices, the SUM score is 90% and SEPARATE is 98%, so a small benefit could be expected, but the use case is not very relevant so close to ceiling performance.
B. Tolerance to gender mix
Unlike earlier published results (Isik et al., 2016) , the separation algorithms used here did not perform differently for different combinations of male and female talkers within the employed set of three males and three females. This is a positive outcome from the users' and developers' perspective, because this gives the same benefit in all talker combinations.
The average scores across gender (Fig. 5 ) combinations do show a slightly lower word recognition score for the female-female combination compared to the two other combinations male-female and male-male. With the particular six talkers used in this study, there is thus no differentgender advantage, unlike what was found by Brungart (2001) .
C. Limitations
The current experiment investigated the benefit of separating two mixed, known voices. The circumstances were ideal in the sense that there was no background noise neither during training nor during test of the separation algorithm. We did not test the effects of unknown talker or unknown background noises, but since the generalization to new talkers is not perfect, some reduction of the benefit can be expected (Kolbaek et al., 2017; Kumar and Florencio, 2016) .
In other aspects, the present experiment imposed restrictions that may be relaxed in future work: The hearing-aid critical latency restriction of 8 ms may be expanded to improve separation performance, as found by Barker et al. (2015) , possibly at a cost in terms of reduced sound quality (Bramsløw, 2010; Stone et al., 2008) . Likewise, the restricted training material of approximately 3 min is far from ideal for a large DNN and a larger speech corpus for training could lead to better separation performance (Kolbaek et al., 2017) . However, at the same time, the small data requirement increases the applicability in real world situations as only a brief speech sample is required for learning a voice and use it in separation.
The special use of the HINT material using only 8 lists with 20 sentences each for the evaluation on hearingimpaired listeners will inevitably lead to some learning by the listeners. We have compensated for this by using a balanced experimental design, thus balancing out the learning effects. However, a larger speech corpus for testing could ease this problem, or even using alternative outcome measures such as pupillometry or EEG as a proxy for listening effort (Koelewijn et al., 2014) .
In a recent study, Ohlenforst et al. (2017) used pupil dilation measurements to assess listening effort as function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when listening to speech masked by either stationary noise or a single competing voice. In both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners, the pupil dilation was largest for sentence recognition scores around 50% and then decreasing when a higher SNR was used, leading to higher word scores. This indicates that the listening effort is diminished when the speech recognition is improved.
D. Objective measurements of separation
Generally, the objective scores SDR, ESTOI, and STOI listed in Table III agree well with the results from the listening test in experiment I: The objective scores for DNN separation are higher than for the unprocessed SUM and lower than the ideal SEPARATE, and furthermore, the scores are the same for the three modes. The two mask types, Binary Mask and Ratio Mask, were not different in the listening test, but in the objective scores, Ratio Mask is $0.8 dB higher for SDR and 0.08/0.06 for ESTOI/STOI. The three gender mixes show the same pattern in the objective scores for ESTOI/STOI: Male-female and male-male show practically the same scores and female-female are slightly below. For the SDR, there is furthermore a difference between male-female and male-male, which was not found in the listening test.
The best scores for DNN separation are for the ratio mask: SDR ¼ 5.66 dB and, ESTOI ¼ 0.75 and STOI ¼ 0.86. The average SNR across sentence pairs is 0 dB in the competing voices test. In a similar study, Healy et al. (2017) measured STOI for DNN separation of one talker from a male-female mixture of sentence pairs using ratio mask, and obtained slightly higher STOI scores of 0.91 at À3 dB SNR. The augmented amount of training data is similar in the present study and in Healy et al. (2017) , on the order of 9000 s, however, the present study was trained using only 80 sentences, compared to 600 sentences in Healy et al. (2017) .
For a single-talker masker as used in the present study, the more appropriate ESTOI (Jensen and Taal, 2016) did not show different trends than STOI (Taal et al., 2011) , but had generally lower scores.
E. Perspectives
In the present study, we have focused on two distinctly different use cases of the two-talker scenario.
• Competing voices: The user is attending to both voices and attempting to focus on both talkers. This requires no user input to the hearing system-the two separated outputs are presented separately to the two ears. The segregation enhancement and improved speech intelligibility is beneficial as such and available to the user without any further action-enabling fast voluntary attention shifting.
• Target-Masker: The user makes a choice of which of the two voices to attend to and selects this as the target over the masking other voice. The user must somehow inform the system which of the two outputs is in focus, by, e.g., switching on a smartphone app or using eye gaze (Kidd et al., 2013) , hereby leaving out the possibly relevant information from the other voice. The DNN separation of one talker from a mixture of multiple talkers and automatic selection via EEG has also been suggested by O'Sullivan et al. (2017) , however, this required intracranial EEG recordings in this first proof-of-concept.
The present study shows a statistically significant benefit from the DNN separation in both cases, roughly 13%-point in the CV listening and around 37%-points in the TM listening. Both benefits are statistically significant and valuable to the hearing-impaired users, who often find themselves struggling in these situations.
The current efforts should be regarded as a simplified laboratory-based proof of concept, and as such, it was successful. Due to the choice of a well-known speech corpus already used for hearing aid evaluations-HINT-there are also limitations in the study that will not occur in real life, e.g., memorization of the sentences and the limitation in training material to four lists, equivalent of 3 min speech. In the real-world application, more useful training data can be accumulated over time, but also more noisy data than used presently. The implications of these changes must be investigated.
The present implementation of the separation algorithm is based on STFT spectra and as such, there is no audiological knowledge built-in. It could be advantageous to incorporate elements of hearing loss, spread of masking (e.g., Launer and Moore, 2003; Goehring et al., 2016) as in an auditory model into the algorithm.
Finally, it may be worthwhile investigating other outcome measures than word scores, especially indirect measures that use running speech as the main stimulus. One such example would be using pupillometry for assessing the benefit of the separation algorithm (Koelewijn et al., 2014) , by measuring pupil dilation as an indicator of listening effort. Benefits in speech recognition scores will generally lower the pupil dilation and hence listening effort (Ohlenforst et al., 2017) .
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the work presented here, we have tested the effect of a speech separation algorithm based on DNNs and applied it to achieve segregation enhancement for hearing-impaired listeners. The algorithm is targeted towards a hearing-aid application, thus using short latencies (8 ms) and little training data ($3 min) compared to similar published algorithms. It was evaluated on 15 hearing-impaired listeners using a new competing voices test and showed a benefit in two types of test scenarios: a competing voices scenario with divided attention on two equally important voices (dual target, dualattention) to demonstrate segregation enhancement and a target-masker scenario with selected focus on one target (single target, singe attention). Both scenarios and benefits are relevant for the end users.
A smaller experiment on four normal-hearing listeners showed performance near ceiling (90%-100% word score) for both mixed and separated competing voices, thus leaving little room for a potential segregation benefit from DNN separation in this group.
In the competing voices (dual-target) scenario the listener is aware of both voices and can attend voluntarily to one or the other. No other intervention or guidance of the algorithm is required. In this rather demanding use case, the separation algorithm provided a benefit of approximately 13%-points. As the access to both voices was improved, this may enable the listener to catch words from a competing conversation and decide to switch attention, or simply tune in conversations in a cocktail party-or during family dinners.
In a more classic target-masker scenario, one voice is identified as target and the other as masker. Thus, the listener must actively indicate to the algorithm which voice is the target and the other voice will be suppressed. The indication can be done via, e.g., a smartphone application. In this case, the separation benefit was approximately 37%-point, and dual attention is not possible.
The listening test results for the hearing-impaired group were very well in line with popular objective metrics, thus confirming the usefulness of these metrics in further optimization of the DNN separation algorithm.
The limitations of the algorithm in terms of robustness to new voices not yet trained, noise in training and test data, and voice variations over time remains to be evaluated. The benefit from more training material than the current 3 min should also be investigated.
